
Identity Document 
Scanning

PRODUCT OVERVIEW



A solution that reads and extracts data from 

identity documents across the globe. 



It replaces form filling with a fast and easy 

scan, eliminating the need to manually enter 

PII or upload a photo from any ID.
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Results

Sample
First name

Specimen
Last name

Specimen, Sample
Full name

03/18/1990
Date of birth

31
Age

03/18/2018
Date of issue

Ironwood Drive, Coeur d Alene ID 83815
full address

SS123456A
document number

Specimen Sample

United States, Idaho DL

STEP 1
A user places or holds the 

document in front of the camera.

STEP 2
They then flip it over if there is 

data on the other side.

STEP 3
The results are extracted and the 

user can move forward.



Automatic detection, recognition, and 
classification of any identity document.


Fast and easy - our simple UX powers 
quicker onboarding and better conversion 
rates than manual form filling.


High accuracy rates of extracted ID data, 
compared to manual entry. 


Precise image cropping of 
any identity document.


On-device processing of extracted data means 
you’re in absolute control of your customers’ 
data (i.e., no third-party processing).


Customizable UI - modify 
fonts, colors and icons to 
match your brand.

Why choose 
Identity Document 
Scanning?
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Support for over 2,000 global 
identity document types.  
Here’s the full list.


https://microblink.com/full-list-of-supported-identity-documents/
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Fully-automated data 
extraction
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Move fartherIdentity Document Scanning doesn’t require 
preselection for document type or country. 



Real-time error messages guide users step by step 
through the scanning flow, asking them to move the 
document closer or farther away from the camera, or 
focus on its barcode.
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Move closer
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Multiple integration 
options
Once you’ve decided to replace manual data entry 

with Identity Document Scanning, you’ll need to 

choose the integration type that best suits the 

needs of your business - and your users.   

Right now those include:

A native integration with your mobile app 

A cross-platform integration with your mobile app (e.g., 
ReactNative, Cordova, Xamarin, Flutter and Capacitor) 

A cloud-based API integration 

An API integration using your own infrastructure 

A browser-based integration with your website or 
web app



About Microblink

We build intelligent, easy-to-use AI solutions that automate identity 
verification for various industries and use cases. In addition to 
providing seamless user experiences for your customers, our 
solutions significantly mitigate security risks while complying with 
various industry and regional regulations. 




With Identity Document Scanning, users can scan and extract data 
from over 2,000 identity documents across 138 countries, as well 
as over 1,500 different payment cards. In addition, when you add 
our liveness detection feature - which ensures a real person is 
performing the scan - you can be more confident the person 
signing up for your services is who they claim to be.
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Interested in the most advanced ID

scanning and data extraction solution on the market?



 and make Microblink a part of 
your app, website, or beyond.

Create your free trial license

https://developer.microblink.com/

